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ABSTRACT
Under the economical pressure most airlines currently experiences, there is no margin to do
too much or not enough of maintenance.
Customers’ demands high regularity, punctuality and safety. It is all about finding a balance
in the maintenance program to be able to control costs and to deliver what the customers expect.
To actively work with the maintenance program and to continuously evaluate the same is of
these reasons utterly important.
This report considers three methods and defines a process for working with optimization of
maintenance intervals.
The study was carried out at Malmö Aviation, 2006-2007, the purpose was to establish a
procedure for working with evaluation of Maintenance Program tasks based on conducted
maintenance.

SAMMANFATTNING
Under den starka ekonomiska press de flesta flygbolag befinner sig idag finns det inte
marginaler att utföra för mycket eller för lite underhåll.
Kunderna kräver hög regularitet, punktlighet och säkerhet. Det gäller att hitta balans i
underhållsprogrammet för att kunna kontrollera kostnaderna och leverera det kunderna förväntar
sig.
Att aktivt arbeta med underhållsprogrammet och att kontinuerligt utvärdera detsamma är av
dessa anledningar otroligt viktigt.
Detta arbete tar upp tre arbetssätt och definierar en process för arbete med optimering av
underhålls intervall.
Studien utfördes på Malmö Aviation, 2006-2007, syftet var att ta fram en procedur för
utvärdering av underhållsprogrammets uppgifter baserat på utfört underhåll.
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PREFACE
When the type certificate holder evaluates and reviews the MRBr and also the MPD it
optimizes a category of tasks. The optimized cards’ new intervals induces the operator’s
maintenance program to get out of phase. The result is that eventough some task intervals has
been escalated, the operator can not gain any advantage of the prolonged intervals due to other
category of tasks still have the old intervals.
This could occour when a category of typical C-Check cards has been escaleted but other
C-Check tasks has not. The problem reamins until the other tasks intervals also have been
increased; which could be in the next revison of the MRBr or even further on. Due of the nature
of the typical C-Check cards they must be performed on a C-Check. A C-check will be
performed when the C-Check card with the shortest life is due.
Malmö Aviation experienced problems with escalated cards when the System and
Component cards were optimized by the type certificate holder. At that revision of the Zonal
inspection program it was not optimized and the gain for Malmö Aviation was minimal. The
need to know how to evaluate and optimize task cards became obvious.
Sturup, November 2007
Björn Asp
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ABBREVIATIONS
AD – Airworthiness Directive
ATA – Air Transport Association of America
CAA – Civil Aviation Authority
DTS – Director Technical Support
EO – Engineering Order
FAA – Federal Aviation Authority
GVI – General Visual Inspection
ISB – Inspection Service Bulletin
ISC – Industrial Steering Committee
MP – Maintenance Program
MPD – Maintenance Planning Document
MRB – Maintenance Review Board
MRBr – Maintenance Review Board report
MSG – Maintenance Steering Group
MTBUR – Mean Time Between Unscheduled Removals
NAA – National Aviation Authority
NRC – Non Routine Card
NSC – Night Stop Check
PFI – Pre Flight Inspection
PPH – Policies and Procedures Handbook
SB – Service Bulletin
WG – Working Group
QA – Quality Assurance
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Kapitel / Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Conducting maintenance and gaining experience thereof is a fact at every maintenance
organization every day. To understand why certain tasks are performed and at which interval they
are performed is crucial. Therefore evaluation of them should be performed at all time and on
continues basis.
When introducing a new fleet of aircraft into the organization there is no experience and the
organization must follow the MRBR (Maintenance Review Board Report) and MPD
(Maintenance Planning Document) when setting up their own MP (Maintenance Program) or buy
a MP from the manufacturer of the aircraft. For most operators there is neither time nor
knowledge to develop their own MP when starting to operate the aircraft and the best solution
then is to buy a MP. This MP might not take operating conditions into account as e.g. climate,
and utilization of the fleet. For this reason it is obvious that this is not an optimal solution for the
operator.
The knowledge based development of the operators MP starts as soon as feedback of
experience from operating and maintaining the aircraft reaches the organization responsible of
the Part M incorporation.

1.2

Objective

This study is based on the operator Malmö Aviation which operates a fleet of nine Avro
RJ100 aircraft and has an experience of the aircraft type for more than six years.
The focus of the study is to develop a suitable process of evolution of tasks and in prolong
the MP as a request from Malmö Aviation. The zonal inspection cards history are used for this
study.
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THEORY
2.1

Definition of maintenance

To maintain a complex system without knowing the reasons for conducting maintenance is
dangerous, the objective of maintenance is to restore safety to the designed in-level. Defining this
process correctly is hard.
Maintenance is the process where a systems designed-in level of failure resistance is restored
to or as close as economic viable to the most adequate level of the design.

2.2

The need of a maintenance program

The main purpose of the maintenance program is to restore safety to the designed-in level
before the degradation reaches a level where a failure could occur.

2.3

Initial development of a maintenance program

There are three main actors relating to the initial development of the MP, the manufacturer,
the Industrial Steering Committee and the Maintenance Review Board.
In the manufacturers PPH (Policies and Procedures Handbook) the process for developing
the initial maintenance program is clearly described. The PPH is prepared by the manufacturer
and presented to the ISC (Industrial steering committee) for review and approval. ISC then
forwards it to the MRB chairpersons and other regulatory authorities for acceptance.
ISC must in conjunction with the aircraft Type Design Organization document and present
a proposed MRB report in the form of a Maintenance Program Proposal to the MRB chairperson
for approval.
The ISC is a joint venture between manufacturer and operator and its responsibilities lies
against the regulatory agencies and airline industry to ensure that the MRBr is developed and
assessed in accordance with the PPH.
Following table is taken from BAe Systems Regional Aircraft PPH, section 1 p.13 and
covers the functions and responsibilities of the Maintenance Review Board activities.
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Table 1. The Maintenance review board process and the process owners.
Function

Responsibilities

Maintenance review board chairpersons

Approve maintenance review board

Regulatory authorities

report

Maintenance review board members

Attend maintenance review board and

Regulatory authorities

industry steering committee meetings. Accept
the policy and procedure handbook. Review
the maintenance program proposal.

Industry steering committee chairpersons
Airline industry and BAe regional Aircraft

Control and co-ordinate all maintenance
review board report evaluation activities.

Industry steering committee

Produces Policy and Procedures

Airline industry, BAe regional Aircraft and

Handbook. Controls and agrees to working

Type certificate holder

group activities. Produces Maintenance
Program proposal.

Working group chairpersons

Control and co-ordinate working group

Airline industry, BAe regional Aircraft

activities report results to the ISC. Report any

and Type certificate holder

areas of difficulties to the ISC.

Working group membership

Review all technical data and MSG

Airline industry, BAe Regional Aircraft,

analysis. Propose maintenance tasks and

Type certificate holder and major vendors.

frequencies.

BAe Regional Aircraft

Provide all technical procedural training.
Gather all technical data. Perform the initial
MSG analysis. Print and distribute the
maintenance program proposal. Print and
distribute the Maintenance review board
report.

1. BAe Systems Regional Aircraft PPH, section 1 p.13

2.4

Creation of the zonal inspection program

The main purpose of the zonal inspection program is to detect degradation in those cases
where a General Visual Inspection (GVI) is an appropriate action. The GVI is an effective way to
discover discrepancies to support items such as plumbing, ducting, wiring, other structure etc.
which could contribute to a functional failure within a system or structure.
When setting up the zonal inspection program the aircraft is divided into zones according to
the ATA Specification 100. These zones are listed and information such as access, location and
description are added. During the analysis of systems, structures and power plants any item that
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would be appropriate for a GVI are listed. These are matched up with the zones and are the basis
of the developing of the zonal task cards.
2.5

Continues evaluation of a maintenance program
Operators demand a cost effective MP in order to make it profitable to operate the aircraft

type.
The general ageing of the total world fleet also demands for evaluation to keep flight safety
at the same high level throughout the life of the aircraft type.
This puts the pressure on the manufacturer to continue to evolve the controlling
documents; otherwise the operators will consider operating another aircraft type from another
manufacturer, the power of the market.

2.6

Maintaining the maintenance program

It is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that their MP is up to date. When a new revision
of the MRBr and MPD is released the operator should incorporate the alterations into their MP
and update their maintenance system and make the revision active at next suitable opportunity.
The next suitable opportunity would be before next major base input or c-check.
The engineering department ensures that in house work cards, engineering orders (EO),
dent and buckle items is at a present state. It is also their responsibility to ensure that SB’s and
ISB’s are assessed according to the latest issued revision and to take action on airworthiness
directives (AD).
Another important input of the state of the MP is the reliability feedback. The reliability data
is reported from instances concerning everyday operations and collected and evaluated by the
reliability group.
The technical library ensures that all authority or manufacturer (as well as component
manufacturers) documents are available and at the latest revision.
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METHODS
There are three different working processes to consider when working with the continuous
optimization of the maintenance program.
3.1

Streamlining
To know the maintenance program is utterly important.

There are many checks surrounding the maintenance program such as the Pre Flight
Inspection (PFI), Night Stop Check (NSC), 72 Hour inspection, Line check and the A-check. All
these checks contain or could contain procedures that cover tasks in the zonal program.
Knowing and evaluating these procedures can make single running zonal tasks redundant if it is
ensured that they are covered in one or more of these checks.
Another aspect to review in this category is the zonal cards covering the internal fuselage.
Equipment and furnishings is the everyday working ground for the flight crew and as such they
might cover some of the tasks under their normal duties such as reporting apparent cabin
deferred defects.

3.2

Experience based optimization

Whenever maintenance has been performed, data was created. This data must be stored and
evaluated.
For every performed task, data such as aircraft serial number, flight hours and cycles, date,
release stamp and signature and whether or not an additional non-routine card (NRC) was raised
are created. This data are feed into the maintenance computer system. If a defect was found and
an NRC was raised, it is done from the original task and a link is created in the system. It is then
possible to have the system to create a report of carried out maintenance tasks and the NRC’s
risen.
This report should be reviewed with considerations to if the remarks found on a task are
relevant to the task performed. E.g. a structural finding raised on a zonal inspection card is not
relevant to the optimization of the zonal inspection task card, though it is subject for concern
and can be an indication that the structure task card covering this needs review or a new task
needs to be created. Such information are subjects for the manufacturer and their action might be
a service bulletin (SB), inspection service bulletin (ISB) or to start the process for a revision of
the next issue of the Maintenance review board report (MRBR).
Each task proposed for optimization evaluation is put into a report (ref. Appendix E), and
approved by Director Technical Support (DTS) and Quality Assurance (QA). If the report
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suggests an escalation of task intervals, approval from these instances is required before applying
at the NAA for approval for the proposed escalation.

3.3

Reliability based optimization

Reliability data is collected throughout the complete operation cycle of the aircraft, during
flight from flight crew and during maintenance from engineers and mechanics.
Defects and findings are raised against each registration and all action to close it is registered
and stored.
Component removal history and reasons for removal are important data for the reliability
group. One of the most important figures here is the Mean Time Between Unscheduled Removal
(MTBUR); this will tell if the component intervals for removal and restoration or discard are
right and effective.
A reliability report is created on a monthly basis and is the working material for the reliability
group. The reliability group has scheduled meetings where their task is to evaluate the impact of
the MP to the aircraft fleet. They will also look for trends and decide on preventive maintenance
to solve reliability issues.
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DISCUSSION
A table of the approximately 250 work cards originating from 184 tasks was created
(appendix B). A consideration was made if the card could be the subject considering optimization
or if there would not be sufficient data yet to support such a process.
Due to the relative short time of operation and the size of the fleet, tasks with larger
intervals than 4000 flight cycles (FC) or two years was sorted out as not suitable for the process
at present time. This conclusion was based on two given inputs, intervals and short time
economics.
Malmö Aviation has operated their fleet of Avro RJ100 for about six years with a yearly
utilization from 1600 up to 2000 FC. Therefore the major reason is that tasks with larger intervals
than 4000FC or two years would have been performed once or twice per aircraft and the data
created would not be enough to make an accurate suggestion as a proposed optimization.
Second, a task with for e.g. 12000 FC or six years intervals is not performed frequently
enough to have a major economic effect to the maintenance organization.
By these given criteria’s 100 cards was selected as suitable candidates to undergo the process
of optimization.
4.1

Maintenance data history

From the start of Malmö Aviation Avro RJ100 operation until the end of year 2006 a
maintenance software system called IAS was used. The IAS was an old system initially developed
during the 1980’s and lacked some the functions requested by a modern airline of today.
One such function needed during any optimization process would be to be able to produce
a report of all conducted maintenance tasks and the eventual remarks rose on these. The IAS
could not do this and due to that all the maintenance data needed for an optimization process is
found in the hard copy of the work packs.
The new maintenance software system, RAL, supplied by RussellAdams, was introduced in
the end of 2006. One strong advantage of this program is that it can be altered upon costumer
request. If a costumer request a specific module or function the supplier of RAL, RussellAdams,
has the capability to create and incorporate this into the costumers version of the system. Under
current version (9.0.70.0) of the system, it is not possible to produce a report of conducted
maintenance tasks and eventual remarks raised on these tasks. However it is possible to have the
system to create a report of conducted maintenance tasks where a remark has been raised. By
manually extract from the system which maintenance tasks performed, and then combining these
two lists, the desired list would be created.
Hence the capability of the system supplier and if its decided that Malmö Aviation would
actively work with this kind of optimization, it would be desirable for Malmö Aviation to request
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that RussellAdams where to create this option, or to take the step further and implement a
function that provides the operator with the ability to create reports of a maintenance task like
the one proposed by this project (ref. Appendix E).
To have some maintenance data to use as working material during the development of the
proposed process, the maintenance history of the 100 selected cards (ref. Appendix C) of three
aircraft and three c-checks on three other aircrafts was processed and collected (ref. Appendix
D).
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CONCLUSIONS
5.1

The individual task report for proposed optimization

To provide the basic material for starting the process of optimization of a single task a
report with the maintenance history data must be created. This report should also contain the
basic information about the task, such as description and present task intervals.
The report should also contain statistics of the task. To be able to draw a true picture of the
characteristics of the task and its history, figures such as an average of actual interval of
performance, average number of remarks raised per performance. It’s also important to note if
one or more aircraft affects the statistics retrospective to the others.
The proposed individual task report (ref. Appendix E) also contains basic operating
information of the fleet subject to the maintenance program optimization for reference to the
NAA representative.

5.2

Processing the individual task report

When the initial individual task report has been established, the maintenance history data
must be evaluated and filtered. This work scope would best be performed by a group within the
company with knowledge of the MSG-3 process. The group could be composed after the
working group (WG) model used by the ISC.
A possible composition of a WG could be QA, DTS, the Technical Pilot, an experienced
member of the engineering department and one or two experienced maintenance engineers. The
group would work best with a chairman and a secretary responsible for completing the report.
The first task for the WG would be to review and filter the data. All non-relevant NRC’s
raised e.g. for gaining access should be removed as well as all remarks that are covered or belongs
to another task e.g. structure or a specific systems task. Of course these should not be ignored
but raised again as soon as possible in the right forum.
Next step is to start from the top again. Isolate the failure or the possible failure that the
remark could lead to. An MSG-3 routing will categorize it and mark it for severity. Any 5 or 8
(flight safety related) needs to be thoroughly investigated and a solution must be implemented to
cover that issue. In general these flight safety related findings will have a repair issued directly
from the manufacturer or a repetitive inspection, until further investigations on how to act to
solve the problem and repair the aircraft can be made.
With all remarks routed, next step would be to review all the remarks; is there any
reoccurring remarks or trends that need attention?
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Could a standalone task be the solution to a trend like this? Again the MSG-3 process would
help on deciding for the appropriate task.
Any operational or economic affecting remarks listed? Hidden or evident, these cost money.
What could the affect be if they where let to be? The company policies on dispatch reliability and
customer appearances are to be used as guidelines here.
By this stage the report would contain enough evaluated data to make a proposition for an
optimization or to retain the current interval.
With the proposed alteration on interval in mind, the remarks should be reviewed once
again to make sure that this change would not make degradation to safety or increase costs on
any terms.
If the WG agrees to the proposition, the secretary will finalize the report, and with required
company approvals it would be ready to be reviewed by the NAA for approval of
implementation into the MP. Refer appendix E for a proposed layout for the report.
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FUTURE WORK
To work with RAL and to be able to request them to make it possible to produce the report
in the system would be a great advantage for Malmö Aviation and probably a great selling
argument for them to new customers. This would be a major project and of course very
interesting.
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APPENDIX A

Notes from visit at BAe Systems Prestwick
BAe’s process for zonal program optimization







Data gathering
Data entering
Data filtering
Task based reports
Evaluation of task report
Presentation of proposed optimization

Data gathering, data from operators in different environmental conditions is gathered.
Data filtering, removal of irrelevant remarks and redirection of remarks pointing to other
kinds of tasks.
An Access database is updated with the gathered data and a variety of reports can be
produced.
In the database a macro designate each task from A to F, where A represents a task where
an escalation of the interval would be possible down to F where not sufficient data exists.
When a sufficient amount of data for a specific task is gathered, the remarks, if any, are
evaluated on severity. Are they cosmetic, economic, operational or safety? Is there a need to
create a standalone task? What is an acceptable remark?
Presentation of the collected data and conclusions for the CAA/FAA/NAA. Number of
operators, aircrafts, models, how many times it has been performed, findings, findings rate,
actions, etc.

Slimline






Tasks with short intervals.
Tasks that could be part of flight crew normal duties.
Reposition, redirect and replace.
Internal fuselage, what do an engineer see that a cabin crew does not?
WP walk around, are tasks already performed in other packs?

+ Cut costs fast.

1

+Low manpower demands.
+Easy to evaluate.
-Risk of overloading flight crew with extra duties.
-Training needed?

Reliability





Based on reliability data collected.
Maintenance reports (MaReps) or Pilot reports (PiReps).
Can be categorized by single aircraft, fleet wise, models etc.
Malmö has a large amount of data collected.

+Data already collected.
+Suitable for components and systems.
-Does not easily apply on structure program or zonal program.
-Longer evaluations.

Experience





Collecting data of performed maintenance tasks over a period of time.
Fleet wise.
Malmö has all data until switch to RAL maintenance software on hardcopy.
Economical to consider tasks with short intervals up to maximum 4 years/4000 FC.

+Effective economical on short interval tasks or tasks with high manpower needs.
-Extensive amount of work to enter data into an excel sheet for report generating.
-To small fleet and to short experience to be effective on tasks with intervals greater
than 4 years/4000 FC.
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APPENDIX B

List of Zonal Tasks in Malmö Aviation RJ100
Maintenance Program
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APPENDIX C

Zonal Task cards proposed as suitable for optimization
ZL-111-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-413-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-571-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-113-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-413-GVI-10010-1C

ZL-571-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-121-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-413-GVI-10010-1D

ZL-581-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-131-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-451-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-581-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-141-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-451-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-591-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-151-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-451-GVI-10010-1C

ZL-591-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-161-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-451-GVI-10010-1D

ZL-713-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-181-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-452-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-723-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-181-GVI-10020-1A

ZL-452-GVI-10000-1B

ZL-812-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-191-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-452-GVI-10000-1C

ZL-814-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-211-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-452-GVI-10000-1D

ZL-815-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-221-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-453-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-816-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-231-GVI-10020-3A

ZL-453-GVI-10000-1B

ZL-818-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-241-GVI-10020-3A

ZL-453-GVI-10000-1C

ZL-821-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-251-GVI-10020-1A

ZL-453-GVI-10000-1D

ZL-831-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-271-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-454-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-273-GVI-10020-1A

ZL-454-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-275-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-464-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-281-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-464-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-283-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-511-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-285-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-511-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-291-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-511-GVI-10020-1A

ZL-311-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-511-GVI-10020-1B

ZL-313-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-521-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-315-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-521-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-321-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-522-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-323-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-522-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-325-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-523-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-327-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-523-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-329-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-531-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-333-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-531-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-335-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-533-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-343-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-533-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-347-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-541-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-411-GVI-10020-1A

ZL-541-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-411-GVI-10020-1B

ZL-551-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-411-GVI-10020-1C

ZL-551-GVI-10000-1B

ZL-411-GVI-10020-1D

ZL-552-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-412-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-552-GVI-10000-1B

ZL-412-GVI-10010-1B

ZL-553-GVI-10000-1A

ZL-412-GVI-10010-1C

ZL-553-GVI-10000-1B

ZL-412-GVI-10010-1D

ZL-561-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-413-GVI-10010-1A

ZL-561-GVI-10010-1B
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APPENDIX D

Maintenance Data History
The list contains information gathered from approxemetly eighteen C-checks. Information
collected concerns only the tasks proposed as suitable for optimization.
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Proposed layout of optimization report template
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